
2021 Procaliber FAQ  
 

What is different about the frame compared to previous versions?  
New Procaliber now has 29-inch wheels on all sizes because it’s a race bike, and that’s what 
racers want. 
 
The geometry has been updated to match Supercaliber with a longer reach and slacker head 
tube for more speed-preserving stability on rough descents. 
 
Procaliber is now only available with a carbon frame, but we’ve also added a 9.5 model to bring 
the price down closer to the old alloy models. 
 
New Procaliber gets a straight downtube to add stiffness without adding weight. It also has 
Knock Block, but with more turning radius than previous versions (62 degrees vs 58 degrees). 
 
The new frame is also more mechanic friendly with SRAM’s Universal Derailleur Hanger and a 
hassle-free cable routing system. There are channels molded into the frame for rear derailleur, 
rear brake, and an optional dropper post. No more fishing for cables.  
 
What is the maximum tire size?  
29x2.40” for 6mm frame clearance on all sides.  
 
Is it compatible with other wheel/tire sizes?  
No. MY21 Procaliber is intended for standard-width 29” wheels only.  
 
What is the rear brake mount? What is the max rotor size?  
160mm post mount. 180mm max rotor  
 
What is the hub spacing?  
15x110 front; 12x148 rear.  
 
How much dropper post insertion does the frame have?  
S 190mm 
M 205mm 
ML 225mm 
L 240mm 
XL 250mm 
XXL 265mm 
 
What type of bottom bracket does it use?  
MY21 Procaliber uses a PressFit 92 bottom bracket to save weight.  
 
 



Is it compatible with cranks with 30mm spindles?  
Yes.  
 
What is the maximum chainring size? Minimum chainring size?  
Maximum size: 36-tooth. Minimum size: 30-tooth.  
 
Are these bikes tubeless compatible? What additional parts are required?  
All MY21 Procaliber models will come ready to go completely tubeless with rim strips and valve 
stems installed. Just add the sealant included in the NIP box and go.  
 
Does it have any accessory mounts (kickstand, racks, fenders, lights)? Include SKUs for 
compatible equipment.  
No. It’s a race bike.  
 
What is the maximum fork axle-to-crown and/or travel?  
Stock is 100mm travel/505 axle-to-crown, maximum is 120 mm travel (533mm axle-to-crown) 
 
Does it have ISCG mounts?  
No, but it is compatible with our custom MRP 1x guide used on Top Fuel/Supercaliber (PN 
584677). 
 
Is it compatible with 2x drivetrains?  
No. There is no front derailleur mount.  
 
Are there any changes to IsoSpeed on the new frame?  
No. It’s the same awesome IsoSpeed and uses the same awesome parts, except for an updated 
rubber grommet.  
 
Will Procaliber be available in Project One? 
It will not. If you want a Project One cross country bike, you’ll have to go with Supercaliber.  
 
Are there Women’s models?  
Market research and rider feedback has indicated that many female riders want the same 
geometry and performance as the main line. We’ve also found that, while many female riders 
love our “women’s” colorways, just as many prefer the main line paint colors. Rather than 
offering separate “women’s” colorways, we’re giving ALL riders more selection by offering 
every model in several colors to suit a variety of tastes, regardless of gender.  
 
Does the Small size have a sloped top tube?  
Yes, the Small frame has a slightly sloped top tube that offers better stand over clearance. 
 
How many water bottles can it carry?  
All sizes, even the Small, can fit TWO bottles for your hydrating pleasure.  


